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Forward this message to a friend

 
Visit our website

Our mission is to reduce

and aid the population

of unwanted and lost

companion animals in

our community and to

support and encourage

the positive interaction

between pets

and people.

 
  
 

We are an all volunteer,

501(c)3 non-profit

organization that was

Hi {FIRST_NAME|PAWS Supporter},

 

Our newsletter is now being delivered monthly so you can

stay updated on everything PAWS has going on! Here's the

May edition of The Pet Scoop. Hope you enjoy!

 

Jo, Nina, Christy P, Jennifer, Christy W, Samantha, Julie, Staci,

Jessica & Adam

2014 PAWS Board of Directors

PAWS of NE LA promotes black dogs
and cats through special adoption
promotion "Back in Black" during month
of May
by Nina Bennett

The color black has always stood for elegance, prestige,

high fashion, power and sophistication. Just wearing black

can boost your self-confidence and increase your sense of

potential. So it’s a mystery why shimmering ebony dogs,

cats, puppies and kittens so often have to wait longer to

become family members.

 
PAWS is promoting black (and mostly black) animals for

adoption between May 1 and May 31, 2014, as part of the

Back in Black promotion sponsored by national animal

welfare leader Best Friends Animal Society®. More than 175



founded in May 2003 to

help the communities

in Northeast Louisiana.

 
   

CLICK HERE TO

BECOME A PAWS

MEMBER TODAY!
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Want to help us promote
spay/neuter?

Check out this cool shirt
along with the rest

of our PAWS gear...
visit our online store! 
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local animal rescue groups and municipal shelters across

the country including PAWS of NELA are showcasing

adorable, lovable cats, dogs, kittens and puppies for

adoption.

 

 
 
“Shelters and rescue groups across the country all have

stories of how their black animals get overlooked for

adoption. And we all can also tell you all about the fabulous

personalities of our dogs and cats ‘in formal wear’ and why

they are so special,” said Nina Bennett, Vice President of

PAWS. “Come meet PAWS' black (and mostly black) dogs

and cats and leave looking fabulous with your new ebony

companion,” said Bennett.

 
Last year through the Back in Black 2013 adoption event,

more than 3,000 pets found homes nationwide. And the

participating groups, including PAWS, saw how the Back in

Black promotion really helped animals go home.

 
Back in Black is part of Best Friends Animal Society’s

mission to stop the killing of animals in the nation’s animal

shelters. Every day, approximately 9,000 pets are killed

simply because they don’t have a home. Best Friends and

the No More Homeless Pets® Network Partners’

commitment is summed up in Best Friends’ call to action:

“Save Them All®.”

 
PAWS of NELA is a participating member of the No More
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PAWS of NELA is a participating member of the No More

Homeless Pets® Network, a program of Best Friends Animal

Society that offers help and support to animal rescue groups

that save lives in their communities.

 
About Best Friends Animal Society®
 
Best Friends Animal Society is a national animal welfare

organization focused on ending the killing of dogs and cats

in America's shelters. An authority and leader in the no-kill

movement, Best Friends runs the nation's largest no-kill

sanctuary for companion animals, as well as lifesaving

programs in partnership with rescue groups and shelters

across the country. Since its founding in 1984, Best Friends

has helped reduce the number of animals killed in shelters

nationwide from 17 million per year to about 4 million. Best

Friends has the knowledge, technical expertise and on-the-

ground network to end the killing and Save Them All®.

Canine Aggression: Why Do Dogs Bite?
(Part 1 of a Series) 

by Julie Lewis

After recently

attending one of the

most valuable

seminars in many

years, titled “Canine

Encounters:

Defensive Tactics,” I

was inspired to

share some of the

information we learned during the eight-hour class. Recently

it seems that we see something in the media or social

media on a weekly basis about a child being bitten by a

family pet, but we must mindful not to jump to conclusions

based upon the half of the story that is available. There are

many variables that must be considered before it can be

determined if the dog is actually dangerous and it is even

more important that everyone understands why dogs bite

and how to prevent most dog bites. Over the next several

months for this series, I’ll delve into why dogs bite, dissect

the ten types & signs of canine aggression and uncover

some of the canine body language.

 
According to the ASPCA, there are an estimated 70-80

million dogs owned in the United States with an estimated

37%-47% of households owning a dog. Approximately 2%

of the population (roughly 4.7 million people) will be bitten by

a dog each year. Young children constitute a significant

portion of that number. According to the Center for Disease

Control, nearly a fifth of those who are bitten will require

medical attention and half of those are children (adult males

round out a large segment of the difference). Unfortunately it



seems that Pit Bull types are getting most of the blame lately

but, in actuality, it is the Labrador Retriever (purebreds and

mixes) that deliver the most bites! In recent decades, many

breeds have been accused of being leaders in the bite

department, including Dobermans, German Shepherds,

Chows and Rottweilers, but let’s be honest…..any dog has

the potential and the ability to bite.

 
What are some contributing factors to dog bites?

     1) Unaltered pets: Did you really think you’d see a PAWS

         article not mentioning this? :)  Yet another reason why

         we implore you to make sure your pets are spayed

and

         neutered. Spaying/neutering often reduces certain

         aggressive tendencies, not to mention that unaltered

         males will roam, seeking females in heat. 

     2) Lack of socialization: dogs, starting as puppies, should

         be encouraged to socialize with other dogs and people

         (of all ages and sizes) but under human adult

         supervision. When dogs encounter strange situations

or

         people, this may trigger a form of aggression if they

         have not been exposed to unusual situations in the

         past. They should also be taught submissive behaviors

         from day one.

 

 

     3) Allowing dogs to roam: while this in an unsafe practice

         for the dogs’ safety, they are also increasing their

         territory; hence, increasing certain aggressive

         tendencies.

     4) Chained/tethered or confined to a very small area: this

         only serves to

         increase pent

         up aggression if

         confined for

         extended

         periods. Think

         about how you

         feel after just a

short plane ride! 

     5) Neglect or abuse: this should be self-explanatory but

         there are some dog owners out there who don’t

         understand that their own behaviors will cause the dog

         to bite. Pets without adequate food, water, shelter or

         attention can become increasingly aggressive also. 



     6) Hoarding: this is very stressful for the sheer numbers

         alone, not to mention the potential vying for pack

         hierarchy. Additionally, they won’t receive the

         necessary daily human interaction. 

     7) Irresponsible breeders: are generally interested in one

         thing, the almighty dollar. They have no qualms about

         inbreeding or line-breeding with a high inbreeding

         coefficient. A responsible breeder will not over breed

         their animals but will be concerned about maintaining

         the integrity of the breed and bloodlines. 

     8) Uneducated owners: we see this all too often on

         Facebook – parents posting photos of their young

         children perched atop the family pet, or otherwise

         invading the dog’s personal space. Sure, it looks

         cute….until the dog bites the child. We do children no

         favors by giving them cuddly and adorable stuffed

         animals either. Children don’t have the ability to

         discern the safety issues cuddling a stuffed toy dog

         versus a living, breathing dog.

 

    (What NOT to do!)
 
(In the June edition of the PetScoop, this series will continue

with the types of canine aggression.) 

Dog Day In The Garden ~ Save The
Date ~ Saturday, May 31, 10:00am-
2:00pm
by Nina Bennett

The Biedenharn Museum and Garden’s "no dogs allowed

policy" will be overlooked again on Saturday, May 31st from

10am - 2pm. Dogs will be welcome at the Biedenharn

Museum and Gardens during the second annual Dog Days

in the Garden. Garden gates will open at 10:00 allowing

guests and their well-behaved four-legged canine friends to

explore the beautiful ELsong Gardens. All dogs must be

leashed and have their vaccines. No other pets are allowed

for this canine and human only event.

 

Admission to Dog Day is $5 per person and $5 per dog.

Annual passes are good for human entrance only. Proceeds

from the canine admissions will be donated to PAWS of

Northeast Louisiana again this year.

 



Humans and their well-behaved dogs are invited to stroll

garden paths, sniff flowers, see old friends and make new

ones. This is a great photo opportunity to have photos of

your dogs taken in these beautiful gardens and

surroundings! PAWS volunteers will be on hand to help you

take photos of you and your pets (with your camera) during

the day! Dogs and humans can enjoy refreshments

including doggie biscuits, Coke floats, iced tea and

lemonade. Booths in the garden will share information on

spaying and neutering pets, pet adoption services in

Northeast Louisiana, therapy dogs and more! And, there will

be numerous pet-related raffles!

 

We had a lot of fun last year during this event and look

forward to seeing you and your dogs again this year! Thank

you to BM&G for inviting us to participate again this year!

 

 

The Biedenharn Museum and Gardens is located at 2000

Riverside Drive, Monroe, LA (the corner of Riverside and

Forsythe). The museum is open to the public from 10 – 5

Tuesday through Saturday. Call 318-387-5281 for more

information.

The Progressive Bank Bayou DeSiard
Dragon Boat Festival ~ May 17

PAWS is thrilled to

have been selected

as the recipient of

the proceeds from

The Progressive

Bank Bayou

DeSiard Dragon

Boat Festival! This

festival along with

the Dragon Boat races will be held on the bayou at the

corner of Loop Rd and Forsythe Avenue on May 17th.



Lots of local offices and groups will be competing so come

out, cheer on your favorite team and support PAWS! The

races run throughout the day, starting at 8am. There will be

food and spirits from various food vendors and you can get

a Dragon Boat Festival tshirt to remember the event!

Visit the festival's Facebook page HERE to learn more and

keep up to date on the teams and events! 

Is It Too Hot To Take My Dog Along
Today?
by Christy Whitaker

A little heat outside a car

can quickly make it very hot

inside. On a summer's day

of only 85 degrees

Fahrenheit, for example,

even keeping the windows

slightly open won't stop the

inside temperature from

climbing to 102 degrees in

10 minutes, and to 120

degrees in 20 minutes. A

dog whose body

temperature rises to 107-

108 degrees will within a

very short time suffer

irreparable brain damage –

or even death. We are

already at the time of year when any time of day is too hot

for a pet inside a closed vehicle. Your pet's life is too

precious, don't risk it, leave them at home!

The Life Saving Importance of
Heartworm Prevention



by Jennifer Pesnell in memory of Hank, Lucy, Libby & Rambo

Here are some disturbing statistics to ponder. Heartworm

disease has been diagnosed in all 50 states and is

considered endemic in Louisiana. Yet only about half of U.S.

dogs are regularly on heartworm prevention and this

number has been declining over the last several years. I

would venture that even less are on preventatives in our

state. Research is lacking regarding the number of cats on

prevention, but it’s certainly much lower. These numbers

must change! 

Heartworms are nasty little buggers. They are parasites that

are carried by mosquitos, meaning that your pet doesn’t

have to have any contact with other dogs and cats in order

to become infected. Think your indoor cat or small dog isn’t

at risk? Think again. Most dogs go outside at least to potty or

to get in the car to go to the vet or groomer and this puts

them at risk. Even if a pet is 100% indoors and never goes

outside, we have all seen mosquitos in our homes. All it

takes is one mosquito with heartworm larva to bite your pet,

and their life is at risk. 

Heartworms are almost a foot long and about the size of a

piece of spaghetti. They live in the right ventricle of the heart

and the vessels leading to the lungs. In the early stages of

infection you won’t see any symptoms at all. Signs of more

advanced

heartworm

disease normally

start with

coughing and

exercise

intolerance and if

untreated will

progress to fluid

accumulation in

the lungs and

abdomen.

Infected dogs will die slowly of congestive heart failure and

treatment is very risky in the later stages of disease. 

Heartworm infection in cats is possible though less likely

than in dogs. Unfortunately, the disease is harder to detect in

cats and there is no approved treatment in cats, so if a cat

does develop infection it is much harder to deal with.

Basically, cats are more resistant to heartworms than dogs,

but if they do get it the situation is normally far worse.

Thankfully, prevention is readily available, safe and easy to

administer and inexpensive. Options for prevention include

monthly oral and topical medications or an injection for

dogs that lasts for 6 months. Most pets can be fully

protected for $100 or less per year. For the cost of treating



heartworm disease one time you could have purchased

enough prevention for approximately 10 years of your pet’s

life. 

In today’s world there is no reason why pets should not be

on heartworm prevention year round. This is one of the

most important preventive measures you as a pet owner

can take. Why wouldn’t we want to protect our beloved pets

from this deadly yet preventable disease!?? 

Through my volunteer work as the PAWS of NE LA Rescue

Coordinator, I know that nearly ¾ of the adult (over 1 year

old) dogs we pull from the Ouachita Parish Animal Shelter

will test positive for heartworm. These are not all strays. Most

have collars on and are in fairly good weight and health.

Many know how to walk on leash and are socialized with

people and other pets. Some are already spayed or

neutered. But most test positive for deadly heartworm

disease. We treat all dogs in our care but it is costly, time

consuming and risky. We have lost 4 amazing dogs during

heartworm treatment in less than a year. It is heartbreaking

but completely preventable! These dogs did not have to die.

Please let the sweet faces of the innocent dogs we lost this

year serve as reminder to give your dog their prevention

each month.

Learn more: http://www.heartwormsociety.org/

PAWS Animal Shelter Rescue Program
Thanks to our wonderful donors, sponsors and foster

families, we are able to rescue many dogs from the

Ouachita Parish Animal Shelter each month. Since 2003, we

have saved the lives of nearly 850 dogs and cats! Many of



them have had to endure heartworm treatment, mange

treatment, limb amputations or other surgeries due to

neglect and injuries they received prior to entering the

shelter. All of these awesome pets have gone on to loving

new families with the help of our rescue partners! 

In April we were able to pull these 6 wonderful dogs from the

shelter who have either already found new homes or will

soon be on their way to new lives!

There are always many more waiting at the shelter who

need our help. If you would like to be a part of this wonderful

rescue effort, please consider donating to our Rescue

Program or becoming a foster family. 

Click HERE to donate to our Animal Shelter Rescue Program

Click HERE to access our foster home application. Read our

foster home FAQ's HERE.



The 2014 Frenchman's Bend Memorial
Golf Tournament for PAWS of NE
Louisiana

by Julie Lewis

CALLING ALL GOLFERS! The two-day tournament costs

only $300 per team and covers both days of play, cart,

great tee box gifts, food & beverages!

CALLING ALL SPONSORS! This tournament recognizes

those veterans, friends and family members who have

served our great country. There are so many sponsorship

levels to choose from and range from an affordable $25 to a

generous $5000 Title Sponsorship. This year’s title sponsor

is the community-friendly, Community Trust Bank!

All information is available on the event page on Facebook

“Frenchman's Bend (MGA) Memorial Golf Tournament” or at 

www.pawsnela.org. For your convenience, you can pay

entry fees or sponsorship donations via PayPal at our

website as well.



 

 



 

Please spay or neuter your pets! If you

are a low-income pet owner and can't

afford it, we can help! Click HERE for our

spay/neuter application. Visit our website

to learn more about the importance of

spay/neuter. If you have questions, email

us at pawsnela@yahoo.com.

Welcome! 
We would like to thank and welcome our

April 2014 new and renewing members!
 

 
 

Not a member? Join us today!

Click HERE to become a PAWS member...



May 17 - Dragon Boat Festival - Bayou DeSiard, Monroe, LA

May 24-25 - Memorial Golf Tournament - Frenchman's

Bend Golf & Health Club, Monroe, LA

May 31 - Newk's Eatery Fundraiser - Monroe, LA

May 31 - Offsite Adoption - Petco - Monroe, LA

Tel: (318) 397-0007 (318) 397-0007
www.pawsnela.org

Email: pawsnela@yahoo.com
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